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White star soul eater

                     OverviewWhite‧Star () was a murderer of the infamous Star Clan and is also known as the father of Black‧Star. Along with the rest of the Star Clan, he broke the rules set by the DWMA. As a result, along with his clan, he was killed by DWMA forces.                  InformationKanjiいいーSAjiHowaito‧
SutāRace Sex MaleEthnicityJanese descentClassification Kishin Egg anime-onlyStatusDeceasedDiedblowFighting StyleOldWaysProfessional DataForm occupations deerAssassinClan Star ClanReal World InformationVoiceTroy Baker (Enlgish)Kenta Miyake (JapaneseManga DebutChapter 6Anime DebutEpisode 10
PersonalityNot much is known about the personality of White‧Star in detail. As a member of the Star Clan, he was known as a cruel and sinister individual who had a reputation for doing anything for money. He had a suret of power, even taking the Demon's Way to achieve that power. Some of the various negative traits
seen inside the killer were passed on to his son Black‧Star, who unknowingly followed in his footsteps for a while until he embraced the Warrior's Path as a result of those around him. Overall, White‧Star was a dark and evil individual who was killed as a result of his crimes.                 AppearanceWhite‧Star has white
hair in the same way spiked as Black‧Star. However, he is not very star-shaped and does not seem to have a recurring pattern in his style. White‧Star also has green eyes, which contain the star clan's main pupils. In addition to how these stars sometimes grow in size, White‧Star's eyes also sometimes glow a bright
red, causing the pupils to disappear as a whole. The teeth of the white star are sharp and have a slightly more muscular build than Black‧Star. White‧Star's right arm shows the star clan tattoo of a star on his shoulder. White‧Star's outfit is also almost exactly the same as his son's, except that his sleeveless ninja shirt
and shoes are white instead of black, and he wears a long white scarf that covers his entire face to his eyes. Finally, White‧Star wears a bandana equipped with a metal forehead protector that contains a trident mark on each side of the plate.           Magic and Ability'sMartial Way Expertise: He is presumably skilled in
various martial arts, with the Star Clan originating from the Hoshi Family. How skilled he is is unknown. All that was known is that he was still defeated by unknown Forces of the DWMA. In the anime, he combines his own martial arts with the use of his weapons of choice, a Ninjato and even rivaled a powerful swordsman
like Mifune, who claimed that he was the first opponent he really feared. Exceptional athleticism: He was also seen to fast and agile as well as strong, possessing enough strength to kick Mifune away. Mifune held White‧Star in high regard, considering him as the most fearsome opponent he encountered and was seen
even tired of fighting him. Despite his apparent ability, however, he was defeated by the samurai after a long battle. Murder Skills: White‧Star was known to be a renowned assassin in the Star Clan, his fame along with the clan rose to a level of consideration to the point where the DWMA was forced to exterminate the
clan. HistoryWhite‧Star was a member of the notorious Star Clan, a clan of infamous assassins in account that they would do anything for money. During their reign of terror alongside their clan mates, they would terrorize several villages, including Shin Village. At some point in his life, he had a son whose name was
Black‧Star with an unnamed woman. A year after his birth, having broken the rules established by the DWMA, he along with his clan members was killed by his forces as a result. Page 2 --- Basic Information ---In the name: ChikaraKanji: いAlias/Nicknames: Chi-chanEpithets/Titles: witch boy, the next unofficial reaper
(self given)Species: Human MeisterGender: Malesexual Orientation: BiBirthday: March 17Age: 16Astrological zodiac sign: PiscesSoul: Chikara's soul is not really a describable by individual words, imagine a soft clay, used to form vases, resistant but moldy, it can become almost anything, as long as it can stay together,
which means that while whoever it resonates is not 100% INSANE, it will work.--- Features ---Being: AB+Height: 193 cm/6'4Weight: 95.2 5 kg/210 lbs Body Shape: Slim and muscular, your muscles aren't protruding, but they're certainly tonedEyes: HazelHair Color: BrownHair Style: ShaggySkin: Soft and Smooth, almost
to the point of being feminineMarkings : NoneUnusual Features: NoneAppearance: Clothes and Costumes : He likes comfort over style, but tries to balance the two, so he usually wears a racing costume--- Personal Traits ---Personality: His personality is a kind of mesh between black star and being of the soul that he
strives to become the greatest alive, he never turns away from a challenge, and makes it known, he's not exactly to the point of blackstar where he'll seek fights and attention though, just when the time is appropriate for it, above all, he's a soul that can fit well with many people, but will certainly be the dominant one in
most situations. Good features: He is protective of those he keeps close, he has a sense of security for him; A voice and attitude to calm the soulBad Traits: He gets very protective to the point of sacrifice, his past with his family is a weak point to the point that he will fight you any point he can give the chance if you
speak ill of your mother, he can be incredibly controlling, always wanting the lead and sacrifice himself, he refuses to listen, not out of spite, but out of empathy, this usually does not end up putting him in trouble (as in the arc of beer, he does it to preserve others), but often leads him to get unnecessarily hurt.
Confidence/Self-Esteem: Very high, he knows he has vast potential, and hopes to reach the pinnacle. Likes:-Pasta, a dish so basic that it can still show so much complexity-Spring and the period of the sun-Crona (as a potential love interest)Do not like:-Cottage cheese (the texture reminds you cheese is curdled milk)-
Any form of snow-Any hint of evil at all, even though they are only passive aggressiveHabits: Biting your nails in high stress situationsHobbies: Collecting figurines, particularly high-value Ambitions: Both to clear your mothers' names of the charges and to become strong enough to bring to justice any events like what
happened to your family, seeking to make the world a fairer place: Do you know what it's like to be diaded just to live? It's horrible, like a mother bird crushing her eggs, those eggs being my spirit. -Chikara--- Relationships ---Parents: Your father is a simpler man, content to have a hard work, be in construction, he sees



nothing wrong with this, in fact, your father earns good money and provides well for the family. Chikara doesn't love the content his father is with himself, he wants to see him improve himself, and although he's not ashamed of him, they're not the closest. Siblings: N/AOther Relative(s): Poor (in history)Relationship status:
SingleBest Friends: He hasn't defined BEST friendPartner/Meister: T.b.d.Professor: SteinOther Acquaintances:Black star: He likes black star very much, although he doesn't usually talk to him much because he finds it hard to match his hyper-natureTsubaki: He's jealous of her for being a black, black star partner,
although, however, her nature makes it impossible for him not to like her, more often going to her for advice since she is easy to talk to Trump: He makes fun of her for everything she does because in many ways they are similar in personality, always wanting to control, but only in good intentions, needing someone to
level them, so he feels naturally attracted to his Soul : He connects well with the soul, his perception of 'cool' being all that Chikara strives to be at heart, because cool for him is doing what is right. He avoids him, worrying that it will make a bad impression on a future reaperPatty: He finds his ignorance cute in an innocent
way, being relieved that he has someone to talk about something besides the gym and depressing topicsLiz: He finds her extremely attractive both wise appearance and personality, he likes her to maintain a firm and gentle nature simultaneously, letting him know that she cares, what he likes. Crush: CronaRival: Himself-
--Abilisas and Physics---Thus potential potential potential soul he is working on using his soul regardless of his partner. PhysicallyHe is incredibly fit, his physical abilities rivaling those of the black star. MagicNone still--- Background, history &amp; and AUs/Headcanons ---Nationality: JapaneseBirthplace: KyotoResidence:
Hisashi residenceSalmente he works at the gym as a star meister, a strong one though, he is skilled with most weapons and no matter who he is paired with, he can almost immediately catch them. Although he wasn't always so strong, he wasn't even interested in becoming a meister. Her mother was accused of using
healing magic, being from a much more technologically advanced area, she knew ways to treat people and herself that no other did, and, she used it on an infected wound that Chikara had, the villagers assuming it was fatal, he nevertheless surviving. This made them decide to do a witch hunt, forcing them to flee,
imagining that the dwma could feel her soul and tell them that she is not a witch, although people say she is only using the protection of the soul. He is treated like a black star in the sense that people know about it, but no one talks about it, out of respect more than fear of angering him (as a black star) so although he is
a bit more of a outcast, he still does due and moves on a day-to-day life. He's mostly passive, but if someone repeatedly brings up the incident in a negative light, he'll challenge them to a fight, and generally win, most of the people who would do this aren't strong enough to deal with it.---Trivia &amp; ExtraOriginally--- I
intended it to be a weapon, but both for lack of creativity and not to be so generic I changed. Chikara translates into strength, I chose it because it represents my confidence. Although convenient, I didn't make him a flexible soul for that reason. Reason.
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